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Summary
Background: We previously demonstrated that a general purpose text mining system, the Vaccine adverse event Text Mining (VaeTM) system, could be used to automatically classify reports of anaphylaxis for post-marketing safety surveillance of vaccines.

Objective: To evaluate the ability of VaeTM to classify reports to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) of possible Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS).

Methods: We used VaeTM to extract the key diagnostic features from the text of reports in VAERS. Then, we applied the Brighton Collaboration (BC) case definition for GBS, and an information retrieval strategy (i.e. the vector space model) to quantify the specific information that is included in the key features extracted by VaeTM and compared it with the encoded information that is already stored in VAERS as Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) Preferred Terms (PTs). We also evaluated the contribution of the primary (diagnosis and cause of death) and secondary (second level diagnosis and symptoms) diagnostic VaeTM-based features to the total VaeTM-based information.

Results: MedDRA captured more information and better supported the classification of reports for GBS than VaeTM (AUC: 0.904 vs. 0.777); the lower performance of VaeTM is likely due to the lack of extraction by VaeTM of specific laboratory results that are included in the BC criteria for GBS. On the other hand, the VaeTM-based classification exhibited greater specificity than the MedDRA-based approach (94.96% vs. 87.65%). Most of the VaeTM-based information was contained in the secondary diagnostic features.

Conclusion: For GBS, clinical signs and symptoms alone are not sufficient to match MedDRA coding for purposes of case classification, but are preferred if specificity is the priority.
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1. Introduction

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is a national passive surveillance system co-managed by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and was created in 1990 to collect safety reports for adverse events following the immunization (AEFI) for vaccines licensed for use in the United States [1]. VAERS helps to identify new and unexpected AEFI and characterize the safety profile of vaccines. These processes are supported by a medical terminology, namely the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA)\(^1\) [2]. Following coding conventions and algorithms data-entry personnel apply MedDRA Preferred Terms (PTs) to the text of VAERS reports [3]. The PTs are not considered to be medically confirmed diagnoses but are used in the review process, primarily as search terms for the screening of reports that might be used to identify potential safety signals. Following selection of reports of potential interest using MedDRA terms, medical experts (including internists, pediatricians, and other physicians) at the FDA review the verbatim narratives of reports, synthesize a medical assessment, and organize the information into key features, including diagnosis, cause of death, time to onset, and alternative explanations for the adverse event. Summarizing these features across multiple cases constitutes a 'case series' analysis and is critical for signal detection [4]. The first step in case series analysis is case classification. Since MedDRA lacks formal definitions [5], the medical experts classify reports according to the criteria within standardized case definitions, such as the Brighton Collaboration (BC) case definitions [6]. Although MedDRA terminology was not designed to be used as a classification tool, the MedDRA PTs are intended to capture detailed clinical descriptions in the text of the report. We previously showed they can be used for purposes of case classification [7]. Therefore, MedDRA PTs can serve as an appropriate comparator with clinical terms extracted from the text of VAERS reports for the purpose of this analysis.

We have recently developed the Vaccine adverse event Text Mining (VaeTM) system to extract the key features from VAERS reports and support case series analysis [8]. VaeTM is a general purpose tool that automatically tags and organizes the key medical terms after extracting them from the original free text as primary (diagnosis and cause of death) and secondary (second-level diagnosis, rule-out diagnosis, symptoms and treatment) diagnostic, causal assessment (symptom onset time, family and medical history) and quality assessment (vaccine exposures and lot number) features [8]. We evaluated VaeTM’s contribution to the classification of reports of anaphylaxis, by combining the extracted medical terms with an information retrieval algorithm (i.e. the vector space model) and comparing its performance with that of two other classifiers based on the BC case definition of anaphylaxis: a dedicated rule-based ‘text classifier’ [9] and an online classifier (ABC tool) for anaphylaxis [10]. Even though the rule-based ‘text classifier’ performed best [8], further development of dedicated rule-based systems for other case definitions is labor intensive. The general purpose VaeTM system coupled with the information retrieval approach might facilitate the classification of a broader range of conditions.

To further assess this hypothesis, we evaluated the reliability of the extracted features in achieving efficient and accurate classification of reports of Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS). We specifically chose GBS for three main reasons: (i) it is an acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy that may cause weakness or paralysis and, because it can lead to respiratory failure, it is potentially fatal or life-threatening; (ii) it is a clinical condition with different characteristics than the previously studied anaphylaxis and a more challenging case classification problem; (iii) it is an AEFI routinely monitored after influenza and other vaccines. To refine our understanding of case classification complexities and the contribution of particular text-mining features, we also quantified the information that is contained within certain VaeTM features.

---

\(^1\) MedDRA® the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities terminology is the international medical terminology developed under the auspices of the International Conference on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH).
2. Material and methods

2.1. Data source and report selection

Following the procedure described in detail elsewhere [7], we searched all the reports that were submitted to VAERS from January 17, 2007 to March 26, 2012 (~180,000 reports) and identified those that: (i) were likely to be GBS, (ii) included a broad range of neurological signs and symptoms (excluding GBS), and (iii) did not have neurological signs and symptoms. In the group of GBS reports, we included reports with any of the following Preferred Terms (PTs): acute polyneuropathy, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy, Guillain-Barré syndrome, or Miller Fisher syndrome. In the group of non-GBS neurological events, we included reports with any PT from the System Organ Class of Nervous System Disorders (other than the four GBS terms mentioned above). In the group of non-neurological events, we included reports which did not have any PT relating to GBS or other nervous system disorders. PTs may be listed under more than one System Organ Class. In our medical judgment, some of the PTs with a secondary listing under Nervous System have only marginal neurological relevance (e.g., astrocytoma malignant, which is more usefully classified under Neoplasms Benign, Malignant, and Unspecified; and carotid artery dissection, which is more germane categorized under Vascular Disorders). However, we decided by consensus to accept the possible limitations resulting from the overlapping categorization. We randomly selected 500, 250 and 250 reports, respectively, from each subgroup to form a sample of 1000 reports that would capture the full range of clinical descriptions of GBS, as well as other neurological and non-neurological conditions that were not likely to be GBS. A physician with many years of experience in pharmaceutical safety surveillance (EJW, one of the co-authors) reviewed and classified them into suspicious (N = 425) vs. not likely (N = 575) to be GBS, using the corresponding BC case definition as a guide [11]. The MedDRA PTs from the same sample were previously used to evaluate MedDRA’s ability to support case classification [7]. The selection of reports and the overall methodology are summarized in Supplementary Figure 1.

Passive surveillance systems such as VAERS are subject to many limitations, including underreporting, incomplete information in many reports, inadequate data regarding the number of doses administered, and lack of a direct and unbiased comparison group. Because of these and other limitations, it is usually not possible to determine causal associations between vaccines and adverse events from VAERS reports. Indeed, many AEFIs may be purely coincidental.

2.2. Query and information retrieval

To compare the ability to classify reports of features extracted by VaeTM with MedDRA PTs, we followed a 3-step process. First, we created a query of 10 elements that corresponded to the criteria of the BC case definition as those appear in the BC online classifier (ABC tool) for GBS [10]. Each component represented the medical terms and their synonyms that described the key aspects of GBS according to BC case definition; the query was extended by one position to include an element for the actual GBS term. For key medical terms relating to each of the BC criteria and the GBS term, synonyms were identified from the MetamorphoSys Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) browser as well as MedDRA. MetamorphoSys installs one or more of the UMLS knowledge sources and enables user to customize and employ them to maximum advantage for their purposes [12]. It should be noted that no synonyms were found for three criteria: “CSF not collected or results not available”, “CSF total white cell <50 cells/mm³”, “Interval between onset and nadir of weakness between 12h to 28d followed by subsequent clinical plateau”. It is also impossible to retrieve any relevant information for those criteria from either the free text or the MedDRA PTs. One of the authors (RB) reviewed the initial list, deleted inappropriate terms (e.g. neurological terms that did not match any of the GBS criteria) and then mapped each term to the appropriate criterion of the BC case definition. In our previous classification work we created a list using the MedDRA PTs only [7]; here, the information retrieval from the free text mandated the coverage from a larger resource, such as the UMLS.

Second, we compared this query with VaeTM extracted features of all the reports in the GBS set. The primary (DIAGNOSIS and CAUSE_OF_DEATH) and certain secondary diagnostic features
(SECOND_LEVEL_DIAGNOSIS and SYMPTOM) matching the medical terms in the query were retrieved; the primary and secondary together comprised the total GBS-related information. Any relevant medical term that either appeared in other feature types (RULE_OUT_DIAGNOSIS or MEDICAL_HISTORY) or was part of a negation in the selected features was excluded from any further processing. The same process was used to query each report and retrieve the appropriate matching MedDRA PTs. Structured Query Language (SQL) statements were used to do the matching between the terms in the initial list and either the VaeTM features or the MedDRA PTs.

Third, we used the cosine similarity of the vector space model (described below) to quantify the amount of the VaeTM- and MedDRA-based GBS-related information that was retrieved in the previous step. This quantification facilitated the comparison of the two systems and the evaluation of VaeTM’s ability to efficiently extract the information of interest. The general approach is described below and exact calculations elsewhere [7;8]. A commonly used spreadsheet tool was used for the vector space model calculations.

2.3. Vector space model

Using the same procedure as in our previous classification studies [7, 8], we represented the above query and reports as vectors. The query vector included 11 components, one for each of the elements described above. The report vectors were of equal length and, practically, each component indicated the matching of either the VaeTM extracted features or the MedDRA PTs in the report with the medical terms in the GBS query representing the BC case definition.

In the vector space model, weighted values were assigned to the vector components in order to generate numerical vectors, which we formulated by applying one of the weighting schemes suggested by the SMART notation [13]. The weight of each component in the query vector was based on either the absolute or the relative frequency of the corresponding criterion in the set of reports and equal to zero when no reports included this criterion. To calculate the absolute and the relative frequency we summed the multiple (i.e. the absolute count) and the single occurrences (i.e. a binary value, 1 or 0), respectively, of each criterion in all the reports of the GBS set. MedDRA PTs do not appear twice in a report, whereas VaeTM extracts a medical term as frequently as the term appears in the narrative; therefore, it was important to distinguish these two types of frequencies. The use of the relative frequency addressed this inequality and allowed a fairer and more consistent comparison of the VaeTM- and MedDRA-based information. At the same time, it was important to investigate whether the actual VaeTM-based was higher than the MedDRA-based information amount in absolute terms.

Using the numerical vectors, we calculated the cosine similarity (or score) between the report and the query vectors and, in particular, the VaeTM- and MedDRA-based scores of the reports in the GBS set using both the absolute and the relative frequency of the BC criteria. These scores served as a surrogate for the amount of GBS information in each of the two systems and provided a basis for meaningful comparison. Subsequently, we used the scores to create the probability density and cumulative distribution plots.

2.4. VaeTM feature-based information

The above calculations did not distinguish the primary from the secondary diagnostic features, since MedDRA PTs are not organized into a similar schema. However, after the initial comparison, we evaluated the exact contribution of the primary and secondary diagnostic information to the total VaeTM information that was calculated based on the absolute frequency of the criteria in the GBS set. The primary and secondary diagnostic subscores were used to create two new lines in the same probability density and cumulative distribution plots that illustrated the MedDRA- and the (total) VaeTM-based scores.

We examined the independent contribution of the primary and the secondary diagnostic features to the case classification. For this purpose, the above cosine similarity calculations were repeated separately for the primary and the secondary diagnostic features, ignoring the existence of the supplementary information (secondary and primary, respectively) in each case. Again, the absolute and relative frequencies were used as the basis for the calculations. The new (independent from the
total) scores for the primary and secondary diagnostic features, along with the MedDRA- and (total) VaeTM-based scores, were then used to plot the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves and calculate the specificity, sensitivity, and area under the curve (AUC) metrics. R statistical environment was used to plot ROC curves and calculate the metrics.

3. Results

The absolute and relative frequencies for the GBS criteria based on either the VaeTM output or the MedDRA PTs are included in ▶Supplementary Table 1. In its initial version, VaeTM does not support information retrieval for any lab-related criteria (‘CSF protein level above laboratory normal value’, ‘CSF total white cell <50 cell/mm3’, ‘electrophysiologic findings consistent with GBS’), nor specific temporal information (‘interval between onset and nadir of weakness between 12 h and 28 days AND subsequent clinical plateau’ and the ‘monophasic illness pattern’ criteria). On the other hand, two of the lab-related criteria (‘CSF protein level above laboratory normal value’ and ‘electrophysiologic findings consistent with GBS’) are represented by MedDRA PTs. This additional contribution of MedDRA PTs can be appreciated in the probability density plot and cumulative distribution plot (▶Figure 1) for both the absolute and the relative frequencies. Using AUC as the measure for case classification, the MedDRA-based scores surpassed the VaeTM-based scores (absolute frequency-based AUC: 0.904 vs. 0.777, respectively; relative frequency-based AUC: 0.903 vs. 0.777, respectively) (▶Table 1). Furthermore, the classification of reports was more sensitive when using the MedDRA-based scores but more specific when using the VaeTM-based scores (▶Figure 2). The VaeTM primary-based scores provided even greater specificity than the total VaeTM-based scores. Regardless of whether the absolute or relative frequency was used, the VaeTM-based scores (primary, secondary, and total) did not vary in their contribution to report classification (▶Table 1).

4. Discussion

In the current study, we used a standardized case definition for GBS [11] and an information retrieval strategy (i.e., the vector space model) to quantify the corresponding specific information that is included in either the key features extracted by a text mining system (VaeTM) or the MedDRA PTs in VAERS. For report classification, we also evaluated the contribution of the total (VaeTM- and MedDRA-based), as well as the primary and secondary diagnostic feature-based information. MedDRA captured more information and better supported the classification task overall. However, the VaeTM-based classification resulted in better specificity in almost all cases. When specificity approaches 100% the number of true negative reports is maximized and the high specificity guarantees that no GBS cases will be missed in the case series analysis. Low sensitivity means that some reports will have to be manually reviewed that ultimately are not true cases of GBS, so the workload is not reduced ideally. However, the overall process still results in higher efficiency than current manual review while identifying all true GBS cases. Furthermore, most of the VaeTM-based information was extracted under the secondary diagnostic features. MedDRA capture elements for which there are no PTs (e.g., ‘illness pattern, monophasic’); the ability to capture this information might add significant value.

VaeTM was designed without the ability to extract lab-related features because this information is reported relatively uncommonly in VAERS reports so it was thought it would contribute relatively little to case classification. This evaluation of VaeTM’s ability to classify possible reports of GBS illustrates that the inability of VaeTM to extract lab-related features is a major limitation of the system in some circumstances. Confirmation of GBS requires results from diagnostic tests (i.e., CSF protein level and electrophysiologic abnormalities) and since MedDRA contains PTs corresponding to some of these criteria, the comparison of the two approaches highlighted VaeTM’s weakness. Updating the VaeTM system to include lab-related features should improve its utility regarding medical conditions that require the evaluation of lab tests. The inability of both MedDRA and VaeTM to fulfill all the GC criteria, such as ‘illness pattern, monophasic’, points to another limitation of both approaches for classifying GBS. However, such features rarely or never appear in spontaneous reports, and the
corresponding information loss is probably insignificant for the classification of reports as “potential” GBS, for the purpose of prioritizing reports requiring expert review.

Current standard data mining strategies are based primarily on medical product-MedDRA PTs pairs [14]. The ability to automatically combine MedDRA PTs or text mining features to classify reports prior to the application of data mining algorithms could offer substantial benefits, such as reduced workload and time savings, if a sufficient number of case definitions are automated. To the best of our knowledge, the most recent studies that dealt with the data mining of spontaneous reporting systems did not incorporate any text mining methods [15-18] and mainly relied on MedDRA terms [19]. The use of text mining strategies has been very limited because of the tools’ limited ability to extract the key information from spontaneous reports [20, 21].

5. Conclusions

By using the BC case definition of GBS to evaluate the adequacy of either the MedDRA-encoded or the VaeTM-extracted textual information for the classification of reports, we evaluated the contribution of the VaeTM primary and secondary diagnostic features to the same task, as well as to the total amount of extracted information. VaeTM extracts the appropriate information in an automated fashion and organizes it into key features; as such, it can supplement traditional post-marketing safety surveillance. The addition of new features to the system (e.g. the ability to extract lab results) would enhance its applicability to case definitions that include lab results. While case classification based on MedDRA performs very well, text mining also affords the possibility of extracting time to onset and alternative explanation features essential for the automation of the case series evaluation. Thus, VaeTM system could offer significant gains in case classification but should be updated to fully contribute to case series analysis.

Clinical Relevance Statement

The use of a general purpose text mining tool (VaeTM) and existing medical terminologies (MedDRA) coupled with general information retrieval algorithm might offer significant gains in post-marketing safety surveillance. The application of automated processes like this could provide reassurance to those submitting reports that individual reports are rapidly screened and appropriately triaged, even in the face of increased numbers of reports. Furthermore, the suggested strategy presented in this study might not only offer significant gains for efficient, rigorous and consistent safety surveillance but also reduce the workload for the medical experts and the overall consumption of resources.
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Fig. 1  A: Probability density plot for the cosine similarity (score) of the GBS reports based on either the VaeTM features or the MedDRA PTs and the absolute frequency of the Brighton Collaboration (BC) criteria; the total MedDRA-based score is higher than the VaeTM total score. The secondary diagnostic features contribute more to the VaeTM total score than the primary ones. B: Probability density plot for the score of the GBS reports based on either the VaeTM features or the MedDRA PTs and the relative frequency of the BC criteria; as in Figure 1A the amount of MedDRA-based information is higher. In this case there was no separation of the total information between the primary and secondary diagnostic features – only the extraction of a BC criterion per report was counted irrespective of the feature type. C: Cumulative distribution plot for the score of the GBS reports based on either the VaeTM features or the MedDRA PTs and the absolute frequency of the BC criteria; the same observations as in Figure 1A. D: Cumulative distribution plot for the score of the GBS reports based on either the VaeTM features or the MedDRA PTs and the relative frequency of the BC criteria; the same observations as in Figure 1B.
Fig. 2  A: The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for the classification of GBS reports using the MedDRA- and the VaeTM-based scores that incorporated the absolute frequency of the Brighton Collaboration (BC) criteria. B: The ROC curve for the classification of GBS reports using the MedDRA- and the VaeTM-based scores that incorporated the relative frequency of the BC criteria.
Table 1  Classification of the GBS reports using the absolute and relative frequency-based scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Sensitivity [95% CI]</th>
<th>Specificity [95% CI]</th>
<th>AUC³ [95% CI]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Absolute</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaeTM (total)¹</td>
<td>60.5% [55.8%-65.0%]</td>
<td>95.0% [92.3%-96.5%]</td>
<td>0.777 [0.776–0.779]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaeTM (secondary)¹</td>
<td>52.9% [48.2%-57.6%]</td>
<td>95.5% [93.5%-96.9%]</td>
<td>0.742 [0.740–0.744]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaeTM (primary)¹</td>
<td>19.3% [15.8%-23.3%]</td>
<td>98.8% [97.5%-99.4%]</td>
<td>0.590 [0.587–0.594]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MedDRA²</td>
<td>93.2% [90.4%-95.2%]</td>
<td>87.7% [84.7%-90.1%]</td>
<td>0.904 [0.904–0.905]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaeTM (total)¹</td>
<td>60.5% [55.8%-65.0%]</td>
<td>95.0% [92.9%-96.5%]</td>
<td>0.777 [0.776–0.779]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaeTM (secondary)¹</td>
<td>52.9% [48.2%-57.6%]</td>
<td>95.5% [93.5%-96.9%]</td>
<td>0.742 [0.740–0.744]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaeTM (primary)¹</td>
<td>19.3% [15.8%-23.3%]</td>
<td>98.8% [97.5%-99.4%]</td>
<td>0.590 [0.587–0.594]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MedDRA²</td>
<td>93.2% [90.4%-95.2%]</td>
<td>87.5% [84.5%-89.9%]</td>
<td>0.903 [0.903–0.904]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Score calculated using the VaeTM output, i.e. both or either of the primary and secondary diagnostics features
²Score calculated using the MedDRA PTs
³AUC: Area Under the Curve
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Supplementary Fig. 1  Summarized illustration of our methodology. The same color was used to highlight all the major subtasks that synthesize each step.
**Supplementary Table 1**  Absolute and relative frequencies of the Brighton Collaboration criteria for GBS as identified in either the VaeTM output or the MedDRA PTs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brighton Collaboration GBS criteria</th>
<th>Absolute Frequency</th>
<th>Relative Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VaeTM</td>
<td>MedDRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakness of limbs, bilateral</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased or absent, bilateral deep tendon reflexes</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrophysiologic findings consistent with GBS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF protein level above laboratory normal value</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakness of limbs, flacid</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBS synonym terms</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified alternative diagnosis of weakness other than GBS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illness pattern, monophasic</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF not collected or results not available*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF total white cell &lt;50 cells/mm³*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval between onset and nadir of weakness between 12h to 28d followed by subsequent clinical plateau*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No synonyms were found for those criteria and no related information appeared in either the VaeTM features or the MedDRA Preferred Terms.
N/A: Not Available in either the VaeTM features or the MedDRA Preferred Terms.